Home offices: more
productive, but less secure?

62%

of employed Americans are
working from home during the
COVID-19 crisis,¹ stressing
connectivity networks,
incurring security risks and
complicating workplace
collaboration.

This raises the
question: How will workforces operate
or adjust down the road?
So what does this new reality look like?

Respondents represent:

We surveyed a group of IT, telecoms and security

22%

professionals from healthcare, education and financial

■ Education
40%

services sectors to report on their organization’s
home office experience.

■ Healthcare
■ Financial Services

38%

Survey participants reported that their organizations experienced a
variety of challenges as employees worked from home.
What new challenges were respondents concerned
about due to changing workforce dynamics:
Connectivity Problems
Collaboration Disruptions

48%

Security Threats

47.5%
34.5%

Data Storage Difficulties
None of the Above

[We need] a more
universal, simplified set
of tools to be routinely
used whether you’re in
the office or remote so
there’s no learning curve
or setup involved.

61%

“

8.5%

- Healthcare respondent

Speaking of security...

66.5% overall have experienced

!

specific security concerns recently, and nearly

10% reported that their organization had

experienced a security breach or cyberattack.

We are going to have to
be more actively involved
in monitoring and
preventing security
breaches.

Security is a slightly larger concern for

10%

“

respondents in the healthcare IT and finance IT
industries, with 10 and 13% more, respectively,
citing security challenges as a result of a more
distributed workforce, compared to respondents

- Education respondent

in education IT.

How will these organizations handle the office structure
once the pandemic is over?
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Security, collaboration
and connectivity will be
more heavily focused on
moving forward so we
are better prepared for
the next pandemic or
natural disaster.

30
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Back to the
office in
phases

Everyone back
to the office
ASAP

We will be incredibly
more prepared in the
future for remote security
and remote working, also
we will need to build a
more robust method of
virtual collaboration for in
office and remote work.

“

Hybrid, with
some workers
remote, others
at office

Remain a
remote
workforce

“

- Healthcare respondent

Are you ready for the next disruption to the
office status quo?
Segra offers a highly reliable, state-of-the-art fiber network
that delivers superior voice, data, collaboration and security
solutions to keep your business up and running when
unexpected disruptions strike. With a wide range of
connectivity, cloud and data services, Segra offers peace of
mind – and a foundation for long-term success.

- Financial Services
respondent

To learn more about
Segra’s network services,
visit us at: www.segra.com.
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